
KEY MESSAGES

1. Open hardware provides an opportunity for Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) at 
universities to exploit the potential of existing academic outputs that do not fit in the 
current patent-and-licence technology transfer paradigm.

2. It is possible for TTOs to adopt open hardware as part of their technology transfer toolbox 
today. 

3. As seen with the response to the COVID-19 crisis, open hardware accelerates innovation, 
opening up the possibility of new multi-scale partnerships with stakeholders in industry, 
civil society and government. 

4. The open hardware community can work with TTOs on strategies to facilitate this transition, 
including the development of dedicated training materials and activities, fostering 
connections between TTOs, and identifying community champions at universities that 
can serve as focal points.

OPEN HARDWARE 
IS READY TO HELP 
TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER OFFICES 
MAXIMISE THE IMPACT 
OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH
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Open hardware or open source hardware is one model of technology transfer 
whereby designs for hardware are shared openly online for anyone to freely 
use, modify and commercialise. 

From the Open Source Hardware definition1:

“The hardware’s source, the design from which it is made, is available 
in the preferred format for making modifications to it [...] Open source 
hardware gives people the freedom to control their technology while 
sharing knowledge and encouraging commerce through the open 
exchange of designs.”

Physical tools for science include sensors that monitor the environment, 
desktop 3D printers and microprocessors enabling customised equipment in 
university and industry labs, small satellites developed by students, amongst 
many others worldwide2.

OPEN HARDWARE

https://www.oshwa.org/definition/
http://many others worldwide
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WE ARE NOT CURRENTLY HARNESSING THE 
FULL POTENTIAL OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH

Society’s most pressing challenges demand that research institutions respond rapidly 
and effectively to complex and ever-changing scenarios. Technology Transfer Offices 
(TTOs) at universities play a key role in this process, translating cutting-edge research into 
ready-to-adopt formats for business and industry. Their mission puts TTOs in a unique 
position to foster practices that accelerate innovation and increase impact through open 
innovation ecosystems.

However, the current patent-and-license paradigm adopted by 
most TTOs around the world misses opportunities for scientific 
and technological outputs from universities to have an impact. 
There are opportunities for impact and revenue generation through 
research outputs that are either unpatentable or not considered 
commercially interesting ex ante and therefore fall outside the 
scope of TTOs. Technologies patented by universities do not always 
yield strong economic returns, with 20% of TTOs in the United 
States reporting net negative income3 from licensing intellectual 
property (IP) between 1993 and 2013, and with licensing income 
being historically lower4 than amounts allocated to research. 

Researchers and developers worldwide are increasingly producing 
openly licensed hardware in diverse disciplines. During the last 
five years, the academic production of open hardware has increased 
exponentially, with the emergence of new networks5, dedicated 
publication venues6, peer-reviewed literature7 and thematic events8. 
This is an opportunity for TTOs to engage with researchers and 
developers who aim to do technology transfer under open licences 
from the start, as a strategy to promote adoption of the technology.

Prusa, a company selling personal 3D printers to more than 130 
countries, made over €33M in revenue in 20179 and around €72M in 
201910, with an overall estimated valuation of €236 million (201611). 
Adafruit Industries, an open hardware design and manufacturing 
company with over one hundred employees, has grown over 700% 
for three years in a row12, making more than USD45M in revenue 
in 201613. New projects are constantly emerging, with over 1500 
certified initiatives14 from upwards of 40 countries. 

OPEN HARDWARE IS SUPPORTING 
AN INTERNATIONAL, DISTRIBUTED 
CRISIS RESPONSE TO COVID-19

The COVID-19 crisis provided an opportunity for 
open hardware communities to showcase their 
full potential to respond when conventional 
manufacturing efforts were not able to do so.  
The lack of medical supplies that emerged shortly 
after the beginning of the pandemic sparked 
a wave of grassroots support15. Individuals and 
communities started to design, manufacture and 
distribute personal protective equipment (PPE) 
and other medical supplies, using the materials 
and tools they had at hand.

Open source hardware is at the heart of these 
initiatives. Rapid prototyping techniques, open 
documentation and collaborative practices allowed 
people to quickly create, enhance and distribute 
designs of much-needed products. Seizing the 
power of distributed manufacturing and digital 
fabrication, others were able to manufacture those 
designs and distribute the products among their 
own communities worldwide.

Such a volume of production attracted the 
attention of national and international agencies, 
who tried to articulate the heterogeneous 
efforts once they were already working. This 
unexpected response shows that more intentional 
coordination between communities, authorities, 
professionals and makers can leverage the full 
impact of open hardware response to the complex 
scenarios of the future.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0144818819302522
https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2020/4/10/patents-impact-coronavirus/
http://openhardware.science
https://openhardware.metajnl.com/
https://www.mdpi.com/2411-5134/3/3/44
https://www.bath.ac.uk/events/open-hardware-from-academia/
https://www.forbes.com/profile/josef-prusa/
https://wiki.opensourceecology.org/wiki/Market_Share_of_Open_Source_Hardware
https://wiki.opensourceecology.org/wiki/Market_Share_of_Open_Source_Hardware
https://www.forbes.com/profile/josef-prusa/
https://boldandopen.com/adafruit-case-study/
https://boldandopen.com/adafruit-case-study/
https://boingboing.net/2017/06/14/ladyada-and-adafruit-featured.html
https://boingboing.net/2017/06/14/ladyada-and-adafruit-featured.html
https://certification.oshwa.org/list.html
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/stitching-together-solution-lessons-open-source-hardware-response-covid-19
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In this flourishing context, most TTOs currently have no methods in place for keeping 
track of open hardware developments taking place at their own institutions, or their 
reach and impact. There are also concerns around selection and screening of innovation 
and commercialisation partners with open hardware allowing any actor to move forward 
to commercialisation and thus reducing the control of TTOs.

Figure 1: White Rabbit is an open source technology from CERN which achieves sub-nanosecond 
accuracy in Ethernet based networks. Image credit: https://www.asterics2020.eu/article/
production-ultra-low-noise-white-rabbit-switches

Figure 2: Originally used in the Large Hadron Collider (B), it is now found in applications from financial 
markets to smart grids and quantum computing. Image credit: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Views_of_the_LHC_tunnel_sector_3-4,_tirage_2.jpg

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1
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OPEN HARDWARE IS A READY-TO-ADOPT 
TOOL FOR TTOs TO MAXIMISE IMPACT

TTOs can adopt open hardware as part of their technology transfer toolbox today, 
consolidating a complementary paradigm for technology transfer. Building on existing 
instruments such as the open hardware licence16 suite designed by the CERN Knowledge 
Transfer team, the Open Source Hardware Association certifying 
programme17 and technical documentation standards such as the 
DIN Spec 3105-118, TTOs can access a well-articulated regime that 
facilitates science-industry links. These instruments can help reduce 
the time spent by TTO personnel in drafting ad hoc agreements and 
are currently in use by research institutions worldwide to openly 
share their designs, create new business opportunities and improve 
their products.

Open hardware business models incorporate a key community 
component that contributes to companies’ growth and 
sustainability. TTOs can benefit from lessons learned19 and ongoing 
research20 to understand where open hardware approaches are 
more convenient than conventional schemes21. Companies can 
increase the perceived value of a product when coupled with a 
strong brand and network effect (see Arduino sidebox), as well as 
reduce innovation cost through user innovation and shortening 
go-to-market time. Higher-end, non-commodity markets, as in the 
case of OpenTrons22, are an attractive niche for open hardware: the 
required level of expertise and specialisation inhibits competition. 
Tools for education, training and teaching also benefit from an open 
model, encouraging user-led innovation. Although not fully openly 
licensed, the Raspberry Pi23 project, developed at the University 
of Cambridge, sells over $50M in computers per annum, a great 
example of this approach in action.

While setting up spin-out companies is important, accounting for 
a spectrum of technology transfer possibilities would also allow 
universities to unchain the full potential of academic hardware 
development. Open hardware is particularly convenient when 
trying to set standards in order to define a collective, interoperable 
starting point for further innovation. The collaborative nature of 
open hardware practice accelerates innovation, opening up the 
possibility of new multi-scale partnerships with stakeholders in 

ARDUINO: OPEN HARDWARE 
CREATES IMPACTFUL BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Arduino® is an open source hardware and software 
company, project and user community that designs 
and manufactures single-board microcontrollers 
and microcontroller kits for building digital devices. 
The company offers the products as do-it-yourself 
(DIY) kits or full, pre-built devices. 

The initiative started in 2005 as a student project at 
Interaction Design Institute Ivrea (IDII) in Italy, with 
the aim of making electronics and programming 
accessible to students who had little experience in 
those fields. Arduino helped to unleash the creative 
potential of people of all ages and backgrounds, 
becoming a fundamental project26 for the maker 
and DIY movements around the world. 

Arduino also makes a case for the success of 
business models based on open hardware.  
The project started by producing 200 units and has 
since grown to sell around 700,000 units27 in 2013 
and there were 30 million users28 of the Arduino 
Integrated Development Environment in 2020. 
The company generates revenue from selling the 
products, while a significant proportion of income 
comes from consultancy services for clients who 
want to use their products in specific ways.

Image Credit: https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Arduino_Uno_-_R3.jpg

https://kt.cern/article/cern-open-hardware-licence
https://certification.oshwa.org/
https://certification.oshwa.org/
https://www.beuth.de/de/technische-regel/din-spec-3105-1/324805763
https://openhardware.metajnl.com/articles/10.5334/joh.4/
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/proceedings-of-the-international-conference-on-engineering-design/article/does-open-source-hardware-have-a-sustainable-business-model-an-analysis-of-value-creation-and-capture-mechanisms-in-open-source-hardware-companies/64AE58271B3EFE521F5CF3B1D3CEF8FB
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/proceedings-of-the-international-conference-on-engineering-design/article/does-open-source-hardware-have-a-sustainable-business-model-an-analysis-of-value-creation-and-capture-mechanisms-in-open-source-hardware-companies/64AE58271B3EFE521F5CF3B1D3CEF8FB
https://www.law.nyu.edu/sites/default/files/2020_OSHW_Weather_Report.pdf
https://opentrons.com/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-4-model-b/
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/building-blocks-better-science-case-studies-low-cost-and-open-tools-science
http://medea.mah.se/2013/04/arduino-faq/
https://www.eetimes.eu/open-source-hardware-in-the-modern-era-interview-of-arduinos-ceo-fabio-violante/
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industry, civil society and government. The COVID-19 crisis sparked a diversity of projects24 
that illustrate the nature of participation in open hardware. For instance, initiatives like 
Make4Covid25 delivered 120,000 units of PPE in six months to vulnerable populations in 
the US, collaborating with the University of Colorado, Denver, while coordinating the work 
of over 2,000 volunteers. Particularly in times of crisis and complex challenges, open 
hardware can be adopted by TTOs to further university missions to serve society in a 
more efficient way.

Figures 3 - 6: Photos from the 2011 Open Hardware Summit. The Open Hardware Summit is an annual 
conference organized by the Open Source Hardware Association (OSHWA), the world’s first comprehensive 
conference on open hardware, drawing attention to the rapidly growing Open Source Hardware movement.
Credit: Open Source Hardware Association (OSHWA) and Jacob Gibb under the CC BY 2.0 license.

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4

FIGURE 6FIGURE 5

https://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/stitching-together-solution-lessons-open-source-hardware-response-covid-19
https://make4covid.co/
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CONCRETE STEPS TOWARDS TTO OPEN 
HARDWARE ADOPTION

1. INCREASING TTO UNDERSTANDING ABOUT OPEN HARDWARE 
AND OPEN HARDWARE LICENSING

Through workshops and dedicated training sessions, TTOs can become a pillar for 
supporting open hardware researchers and developers while generating revenue and 
increasing the impact of academic outputs. 

We recommend that TTO staff understand the conditions29 under which open licences 
are more appropriate than proprietary schemes and vice versa; clarify attribution and 
commercial use30 when using open licences31; become familiar with successful open 
hardware stories to understand how open hardware has been adopted in companies 
from large multinationals to startups. 

Specific activities that could support this include:

• Promoting collaborations between TTOs and the open hardware community: 
the open hardware community and TTOs can work together to produce tailored 
communication materials and sessions that facilitate the adoption of open 
licences in the academic context.

• Join a network of open hardware-friendly TTOs for sharing knowledge and 
increasing visibility: the open hardware and technology transfer mailing list32 
connects open hardware-friendly TTOs. It allows offices to pool resources 
and find solutions to common challenges faster. This international platform 
could benefit both well-established institutions, making visible their cutting-
edge approach to technology transfer, and smaller institutions, giving them 
the chance to join prestigious collaborations. TTOs in this 
network would also have the advantage of contributing 
early to shape the emerging ecosystem and agenda of 
open hardware in academia. “OUR MANDATE IS TO MAXIMISE THE 

IMPACT OF CERN TECHNOLOGIES 
ON SOCIETY, WE HAVE A TOOLBOX 
TO ACHIEVE IMPACT AND OPEN 
SOURCE IS ONE OF THE TOOLS”

 --CERN KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER GROUP

https://www.law.nyu.edu/sites/default/files/2020_OSHW_Weather_Report.pdf
https://www.oshwa.org/faq/#noncommercial
https://www.oshwa.org/faq/#noncommercial
https://cern-ohl.web.cern.ch/
https://groups.google.com/u/5/g/openhardware-techtransfer/
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2. FOSTERING A DIALOGUE BETWEEN TTOS AND OPEN 
HARDWARE PRACTITIONERS BY IDENTIFYING AND 
PROMOTING OPEN HARDWARE CHAMPIONS IN ACADEMIA

We recommend that TTOs interested in exploring open hardware seek out researchers 
developing open hardware within their institution to find out about their projects and 
goals. Likewise, open hardware developers who want support from their TTO should 
proactively start a dialogue. 

Over time, a network of TTO staff and open hardware practitioners both in-house and 
worldwide can become a focal point for discussing open hardware and technology 
transfer. Acting as translators between TTOs and the open hardware community, these 
open hardware champions can also advance other benefits to institutions of adopting open 
hardware, such as helping attract and retain hardware engineering and research talent. 

Specific activities to support this include:

• Fostering research on the topic of open science in general and open hardware 
in particular: faculty can further develop knowledge on the open model of 
technological innovation and entrepreneurship and its impact, as a component 
of the awareness sessions and training run by many TTOs.

• Developing teaching programmes for undergraduate and graduate students to 
learn about the possibilities of licensing their work as open hardware. 

• Integrating innovation support and signposting to relevant TTO staff within 
university technological innovation infrastructure (e.g. Fab Labs, maker spaces, 
Hackerspaces) that often are venues for open hardware development.

3. ALIGNING POLICIES FOR OPEN HARDWARE WITH TECHNOLOGY 
TRANSFER ACTIVITIES AS A MEANS TO ADVANCE THE 
UNIVERSITY’S MISSION AND IMPACT

TTO performance is currently evaluated against priorities and metrics that are usually 
based on the IP model, including key performance indicators (KPIs) such as revenue, 
number of patents filed, licences agreed, spin-off companies established and external 
investment in those spin-offs. These metrics are not incompatible with open hardware 
licensing and its commercialisation; however, they do not easily align with the goals of 
open licensing. This misalignment can prevent TTO staff from advocating internally for 
exploring and ultimately adopting open hardware. 
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We recommend aligning high-level university policy and leadership discourse with 
TTO internal policy and incentives. In particular, we recommend explicit linking of 
TTO activities to the university mission of benefiting society. We suggest educating 
university leadership on the advantages of open hardware beyond technology transfer: 
potential for collaborations, opportunities for improving project-based learning33, and 
economic savings34.

Specific activities to support this include:

• Developing a toolbox of metrics to track open hardware “in the wild”: openly 
licensed hardware is harder to track than patent licences, which makes it 
difficult to define targets of performance and impact of TTO work. A solid set 
of quantitative and qualitative, easy-to-build metrics on open hardware is a key 
piece for advancing the field.

• Producing a policy brief and advocacy toolkit for university leadership on the 
value of open hardware, featuring perspectives from academics developing open 
hardware, TTO staff, funders and other influential stakeholders. Universities 
could, for example, broaden the scope of their TTO support to include social 
enterprises of different kinds, in addition to the current model which often 
favours for-profit companies seeking venture capital investment.

• Curating and generating datasets on the impact and revenue generated by 
proprietary and open innovations from public institutions, in order to assess 
university and TTO management for making evidence-based strategic decisions. 
TTOs are in a unique position to pursue research on open hardware, providing 
high-impact insights for policymakers and ultimately contributing to shaping the 
open innovation ecosystem. 

As seen with the response to the COVID-19 crisis, open hardware has the potential for 
achieving impact through providing a new model for TTOs. As discussed in this brief, it 
opens an avenue for TTOs to increase the impact of academic outputs, and seize missed 
opportunities of research that do not fit in the current patent-and-licence scheme. The 
recommendations in this policy brief aim to orientate action towards the expansion of 
open hardware in academic settings. Fostering connections between stakeholders and 
enabling adoption and advocacy with minimum efforts, open hardware can become 
a transformative tool that benefits academic institutions, supports researchers and 
ultimately contributes in a concrete way to addressing the complex challenges we face 
in the 21st century.

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8537888
https://m.scirp.org/papers/53076
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WHAT IS OPEN HARDWARE?

Open hardware, sometimes referred to as open source hardware, is one model of technology transfer 
whereby designs for hardware are shared openly online for anyone to freely use, modify and commercialise. 

From the Open Source Hardware definition:

“The hardware’s source, the design from which it is made, is available in the preferred format for making 
modifications to it [...] Open source hardware gives people the freedom to control their technology 
while sharing knowledge and encouraging commerce through the open exchange of designs”. 

In particular, open hardware for science refers to any piece of hardware used for scientific investigations 
that can be obtained, assembled, used, studied, modified, shared and sold by anyone. It includes standard 
lab equipment as well as auxiliary materials, such as sensors, biological reagents, and analogue and 
digital electronic components. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE ACCIDENTALLY LET SOMETHING VALUABLE BE 
RELEASED UNDER AN OPEN LICENCE?

This is a common concern. In this context, “valuable” usually refers to a technology that could generate 
significant profit for the university through traditional licensing and royalty payments, but is likely to 
generate much less profit if it is openly licensed. “Accidentally” means that the technology turns out to 
be more licensable or profitable than the TTO thought when they assessed it and decided not to pursue 
a traditional licensing approach.

There is a non-zero risk that this scenario could play out and (anecdotally) TTOs have a very low tolerance 
for risk. Caution is heightened because the decision to openly license an innovation cannot be reversed 
easily, if at all, once the knowledge is being redistributed by third parties. It is a lasting decision that is 
difficult to correct if it is later deemed to be a mistake. Therefore, TTOs with zero or close to zero tolerance 
for the risk of losing revenue would have to change their approach in order to adopt open licensing. 

However, even considering that in some scenarios revenue might be lost, there are still benefits that 
are likely to accrue to the originating inventor and their institution from open licensing: requests for 
consultancy, licensing of follow-on IP, industry-sponsored research and media exposure, as well 
as further academic and societal impact. The proportionally small risk of losing out on royalties 
for individual outliers has to be weighed against the opportunity cost across a whole portfolio of 
technologies, for which open licensing promotes adoption and provides the aforementioned benefits, 
without the corresponding regret.

FAQS
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IS OPEN LICENSING AND PATENTING INCOMPATIBLE?

No. Open source licences are applied to patented technologies in both the software and hardware 
industries and most of the licences include a patent grant. Although counterintuitive, patents are not 
only used for the purposes of excluding others from practicing an invention.

Some reasons35 why a patent might be given away for free via open licensing include:

• Increasing profit: a usual situation in open source software that can apply to hardware is that in 
some cases open licensing enables the patent holder to benefit from community activities such 
as know-how, novel ideas and development which enhance the products and in turn the market 
position and profits.

• Catalysing innovation and opening up new fields of business: particularly if the firm lacks the 
business alignment and know-how, or a firm is generating more technologies than they could 
finalise into a product.

• Technology provision: a combination of creating goodwill and serving society.

On the other hand, due to the requirement for non-disclosure prior to submitting a patent application, it 
is not typically possible to patent a technology that is already openly licensed as this implies that it has 
already been made publicly available.

WHAT IF SOMEONE ELSE TRIES TO PATENT THE INVENTION OUR 
RESEARCHERS JUST OPEN SOURCED?

Patents have to be novel and therefore will not be granted if there is prior art36. This reasoning applies 
regardless of whether the national patent system is “first to invent” or “first to file”. If the patent office finds 
evidence of the idea in the public domain, they should not issue a patent. 

If an institution open-sources an innovation, a full description of the technology must be made available 
in public. The best way to do this is to file a patent if there is a budget available to do so. Otherwise, patent 
examiners check the Non-Patent Literature (NPL) including academic journal databases, so publishing a 
paper is a good way to defensively make prior art available. 

In brief, the more public and discoverable a technology is, the more it is protected against other patents 
being issued. Publishing designs on a website may not be sufficient. There is still a chance that a patent is 
issued despite taking into account all these considerations, as patent examiners may miss some evidence. 
In this case, an opposition can be raised, which is subject to a term limit and a fee. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0172219013001592?casa_token=RgnGRGbfuZIAAAAA:kQ47mLkkHqSL1tCGy09ZZsNDmngOCwq29yQMoZzlsJGRfTy_E44qpKOTA-5VjY4Dpe3Rvsyg
https://www.epo.org/learning/materials/inventors-handbook/novelty/prior-art.html
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HOW WILL OPEN HARDWARE MAKE US MONEY?

Business models for open hardware37 can generate revenue based on design-centric, manufacturing-
centric, services-centric or standardisation-centric approaches.

In the first case, the model is based on product design and R&D (e.g. Arduino38), while manufacturing is 
handled by another party. Suppliers can provide parts that the designer sells assembled or as a kit. In other 
cases, finished products are manufactured by a third party and distributed under the brand of the project. 

Within this model, open hardware is particularly successful when targeting higher-end, non-commodity 
markets. If designs are technically complex to manufacture or calibrate, even if competitors are able to 
access the schematics and technical information about a hardware project, few are likely to occupy the 
same niche.

In a manufacturing-centric model (Sparkfun39, Adafruit Industries40), the organisation’s core value 
proposition is to manufacture and distribute open hardware products for an affordable price. In addition to 
the brand and community, industrial efficiency is a key asset, and depending on the industry, the diversity 
and renewal of the product catalog can also be a key differentiator.

A services-centric model monetises expertise and service, a common model for open source software. In 
open hardware this can include the development of DIY workshops to teach how to build or use a product, 
selling the “experience” of building it yourself, providing consulting services for third parties to build 
derivatives or learn specific aspects of a process.

Business models based on standardisation consist of opening a key product whose openness serves 
mostly to make the associated technology a de facto standard in the industry. This enables the organisation 
to leverage other capabilities adapted to that standard. Open source hardware is well-positioned to define 
a standard because everyone involved has equal control of it into the future. Adafruit’s STEMMA41, Seeed 
Studio’s Grove42 and Sparkfun’s Qwiic43 are compatible ways to connect development boards, sensors and 
other components.

https://es.slideshare.net/btincq/business-models-for-open-source-hardware
https://www.arduino.cc/
https://www.sparkfun.com/
https://www.adafruit.com/
https://learn.adafruit.com/introducing-adafruit-stemma-qt
https://www.seeedstudio.com/category/Grove-c-1003.html
https://www.seeedstudio.com/category/Grove-c-1003.html
https://www.sparkfun.com/qwiic
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http://openhardware.science
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